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The Timeline of a Disease
Model of Sars-Cov-2

Four types of coronavirus are known to cause colds, and two other types can cause severe lung
infections: Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
(MERS).
A new coronavirus was first reported in Wuhan, China, on December 31, 2019. The novel
coronavirus is now known as SARS-CoV-2, because of its similarities to SARS.
On February 11, 2020 the World Health Organization named the disease caused by the new
coronavirus: COVID-19. Both virus and disease were unknown before the outbreak in Wuhan.
The overwhelming majority of cases were initially concentrated in China, however the disease
rapidly spread worldwide. On March 11, 2020 the WHO declared the COVID-19 outbreak a
pandemic.

The MolSSI response led by co-Director T. Head-Gordon began on March 25,
2020 through trusted community engagement with the biomolecular simulation
community where deep expertise in modeling and drug discovery is
concentrated.

The Biology of Coronavirus
Coronaviruses are big! At 125 nm in diameter they are one of the largest genomes of all
RNA viruses. We can see the necessary role of coarse-grained models.
Coronavirus proteins are more deadly! the SARS-CoV-2 spike was 10 to 20 times more likely
to bind ACE2 on human cells than the spike from the SARS virus from 2002. We can see the
necessary role of atomistic models of target proteins
Coronaviruses are complex! It is one of the few RNA viruses with a genomic proofreading
mechanism — which might be why common antivirals which weaken viruses by inducing
mutations is ineffective against coronaviruses. We can see the necessity for chemical models
to aid discovery of new therapeutics
The MolSSI envisioned a Covid-19 response enabling a data and intellectual repository
• all computational/experimental of structural models and trajectories of target proteins
and therapeutics; data provenance; DOIs; community input
• biological information, resources; research education; knowledge gaps, etc
• computational tools for screening and analysis to get to state-of-the-art

MolSSI and Biomolecular Community

The Molecular Sciences Software Institute
has gained trust in the Computational
Molecular Sciences theory and simulation
community over its last four years!

This helped ease concerns immediately about
sharing data and managing natural competition
among researchers to cooperate!

MolSSI Establishes Covid-19 Team
Our MolSSI team of molecular scienctists had a range of expertise ready for this scope
and acted quickly!
On March 28, 2020 the MolSSI BoD convened to create a software team led by Dr. Levi
Naden (who had already started on the Covid 19 Hub), with Sam Ellis and Andrew AbiMansour, and Ben Pritchard and Doaa Altawary as consultants.
In fact we were far enough ahead after a couple of days that BioExcel in Europe decided
to join our efforts on March 31, 2020 instead of launching their own!
Mission: create a curated central repository of molecular dynamics (MD) input files,
trajectories, analysis scripts, well-validated algorithms, and related structural data on
COVID-19 for immediate community access.
In this way MolSSI has leveraged its position as a neutral community resource to create
and curate the repository, and serve as arbiters for ensuring data structure, access, and
flexibility.

MolSSI Establishes Covid-19 Seed Fellows
The MolSSI had already established an exceptionally effective Software Fellowship
program.
A special pool of Seed Fellowship applications were called out to be focused on software
development, data science, workflows, and machine learning challenges that are
especially relevant to the on-going COVID-19 pandemic with deadline of April 6, 2020.
Under the RAPID grant, this allowed MolSSI to build community more rapidly and
effectively, and the first 5 cohort of Covid-19 Seed Fellows are arriving (virtually) July
15, 2020 with dedicated effort from L. Naden and THG as leads.
Special cohort activities:
An introduction to Covid-19 Biology and the MolSSI Covid-19 Hub
Looking under the hood: what is there and what are we missing?

MolSSI Establishes Covid-19 Seed Fellows
Dr. James Krieger, University of Pittsburgh: 2020 COVID-19 Seed:

Proposing to develop an integrated three-stage pipeline to identify novel SARS-CoV-2 therapeutics.

Dhiman Ray, University of California, Irvine: 2020 COVID-19 Seed:

2nd year graduate student proposing to develop an efficient open-source implementation of the WEM (weighted
ensemble and milestoning) methodology that accelerates sampling while preserving dynamics to apply it towards
modelling the conformational change of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.

Michael Ward, Washington University School of Medicine: 2020 COVID-19 Seed:
3rd year grad student developing DL approaches to characterize the conformational/dynamical differences between
homologous proteins and related coronaviruses. Will enhance DiffNets and to make it more robust for community use
(Folding@Home).

Ivy Zhang, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center: 2020 COVID-19 Seed:
1st year graduate student with a CS background proposing to develop open-source software combining free energy
binding calculations of anti-body-protein and targeting design mutations for antibody design/modeling

Geemi Wellawatte, University of Rochester: 2020 COVID-19 Seed:

First year graduate student proposing to develop automated software for large-scale coarse graining of large
macromolecules such as the Spike.

Covid-19 Gets Down to Work
Week of March 30, 2020:
• HTC, HPC, or cloud resources for COVID-19 research through a consortium
request mechanism (https://www.ibm.com/covid19/hpc-consortium).
• MD Simulation Data Repository open for business. The MolSSI in collaboration
with BioExcel creates centralized Covid-19 github as a file sharing service for
data sharing (https://github.com/MolSSI/covid) for COVID-19 related research
for our community.
• First Data arrival. Bryan Jackson and the DE Shaw group make their Spike MD
trajectory data available to the community through the repository; Makoto
Taiji/Yuji Sugita from RIKEN mirror data on SARS-CoV-2 dimeric main protease
• Data Storage. 4 TB at VT expands to massive data storage through external
organizations starting with Zenodo under the CERN umbrella
• JCIM Community Letter goes out with ~200 signatures with MolSSI efforts
nascent efforts

Covid-19 Gets Down to Work
Week of April 6, 2020:
• COVID-19 simulation data repository expands its vision• Covid-19 Biology. Computational/physical chemists are given better understanding of Covid-19 and Sars-Cov2 biology thanks to John Chodera Lab!
• Experimental Data. Connections to experimental bioassay data and protein structural data through Andrea
Thorn
• Potential Therapeutics: small molecules, peptides, antibodies, and vaccines are identified with gaps.
• Peer Review and Informal Board: Community members volunteer to vet data coming in. Includes Rommie
Amaro, Adrian Mulholland, J.P. Piquemal, Stacy Wetmore, Peter Tieleman, Charles Brooks

Covid-19 Gets Down to Work
Weeks of April 15 to May 15, 2020: Covid.org expands its vision further• DOIs. MolSSI set up to mint DOIs for any deposited data before publication so work can be cited.
• Genome Wide, Whole Virus, and Drug Models: Contributions from Greg Voth, Michael Feig, Yang Zhang,
Syma Khalid, Olex Isayev, Greg Bowman and F@H team
• Long term data storage: BioExcel negotiates with the European Bioinformatics Institute
• Computational Tools: engagement with community on adding tool sets to the hub: Modesto Orozco trajectory
analysis; engagement with Bill Jorgensen to share QikProp; with Richard Friesner’s help, Schrodinger agrees to
release Bill’s version; NVIDIA offers RAPIDS
• New data types: External resource and drug database links

Covid-19 Around the World
• World Reach. Dozens of individual contributors; community access to
the covid.molssi.org GitHub in US, EU, Switzerland, Korea, Japan,
Australia, South America
• Large Collaborations. Upwards of a dozen organizations and institutes
collaborating with MolSSI or in talks to do so
• MolSSI/Covid accepted to the AWS Open Data Sets program
• Microsoft's AI for Good team engagement on Azure (computeready back end solutions)
• Human Brain Initiative (new ways to think about and link data!)
• JEDI, Open Science Grid, PRACE, IRIS-HEP, Zenodo, CERN
• Many govt. and popular press, blogs, etc. HPCWire, Sen. Tim Kaine
and Sen. Mark Warner, Research Data Alliance (RDA), Physics Today

“…UC Berkeley colleague Teresa Head-Gordon, a codirector of the Molecular
Sciences Software Institute stated, “we are building capability to be ready for the
inevitable next time a new virus is introduced and to more rapidly explore a greater
range of therapeutics.”

Stuck at home, physicists pivot to
combat COVID-19: Consultations
with biologists and medical experts
bear fruit. Toni Feder, Physics
Today 73, 7, 22 (2020)

Scoring Drugs
Rigorous, quantum chemical and free energy molecular simulations
remain excessively compute intensive which prevents their widespread
use for HTVS in drug discovery.
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Thank you!

